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Lyke Models
Lyke, the is
feature
magazine which comes out Nov.
20, has a new method fur selection of fashion
leis. Any
girl interested in
deltas fur
Lyke should come to J8 on Monday or Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. to
have her picture taken. "110USPII
wanting representation should
get their girls down there," said
Gene Testiandori Jr., editor of
Lyke. Also any fiction and Jokes
are welcomed by the Lyke staff.

Cloudy
Cant
skies will be partly
cloudy tod
and tomorrow sad
scattered staacers will fall in the
Mountains. acoordIng to the
weatherilleta, vs h.. ala,. predlets
rooter tenijoir,itures following
northern California’s first real
rainfall of the season. The raha
came with a storm that blew in
toff the
(Wean, striking
the I) reg on roast first and
spreading all along the west
coast.
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Council
Names 3
To Posts
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BICYCLE ANYONE?

Three students were unanimously named to student administrative jobs at the first meeting of
the Student Council Wednesday.
They are Tom Burns, appointed
executive secretary; Ted Wallace,
community ser v ice committee
chairman; and Mickey Simonet,
rally committee chairman.
The council also announced that
It will accept applications for the
following student posts:
Female representative at
large, student court clerk, senior
male justice alid sophomore male
and female justices. Appointees

No. 3

More Money Asked
For Construction
Complete $10,000,000 Named
New Lawn For College Funds
In Quad
A request for more than $10 million in additional building and
equipment funds has been introduced for the proposed 1958-59 State
budget, for use by 6.1S, according to Executive Dean C. Grant Burton.
The funds were proposed in Sacramento on Tuesday, at a meeting of the State Department of Finance, the Department of Education and State Colleges. At the end of the preliminary meeting
it appearei that the fund request would be reduced by about $1
million for at least one year.

A summer face-lifting has re.stored the beauty of the past to
the SJS Inner Quad. John IL
Amos, superintendent of buildings
and grounds, stated Wednesday
that a new lawn was planted durNecessary remaining projects
ing the summer.
make it apparent that SJS will
An automatic sprinkler system get more than $8 Million in buildhas also been installed to maintain ing and equipment funds for nest
the life of the lawn, according to year, according to Dean Burton
Amos. Over three -fourths of the This figure is subject to change
total sidewalk area in the Quad
Major projects proposed are
has been replaced and six new
new buildings, remodeling of
benches of concrete and wood have
old buildings, and purchasing of
been installed.
new equipment.

to these posts will bold their
Jobs until the Deeeniber eieelions.
--Public relations committee director. This appointment r uns
through the spring semester.
McFadden Health Cottage
A SEA of cars greets the unfortunate Spartan driver who gets to school after the morning shift arboard, 1 opening; Spartan Shop.
rives. The two big lots hold more than 7011 cars, but it’s Mill a battle to find a plasm after the first
rush is over. Two multi -story parking buildings have been proposed, but these won’t help the %Hutt board, 2; College Life committee,
Wm In the near future.
4; Memorial Chapel committee, 2;
In other improvements around
radio-TV committee, 1; athletic
campus. the balcony and stairadvisory hoard, 1; campus parking
way of the men’s gymnasium have
Swaythe
activities
student
committee, 1;
been rebuilt. A maple floor was
Problem
board. 2; community service cominstalled and completed Sept. 11.
mittee, 3; awards committee, 7’
The fire walk that connected the
Sparta Camp committee, 4: lecnorth end of the campus has been
ture committee, 4; and activities
removed to give safe crossing to
evaluation committee. 1 (female).
students using the new sidewalk
These sub-committee posts are
To make matters worse girls to park in these spaces, according leading to Seventh Street from the
By BILL GODFREY
held to the end of the spring seare beginning to own and drive to Dean Martin, since the least library. According to Amos, stumester.
Along about this time of the
more cars to school. But they get they could get would be a ticket. dents are requested not to use
Applications for these student new semester some unlucky
stu- no special favors in parking their
the driveway leading from the
through
positions will he accepted
Some enterprising students have
dents are beginning to realize just cars such as they might in other
back of the Spartan Bookstore as
Oct. 9. Forms and information on
how early 7:30 in the morning areas of competition. In the park- partially licked the parking prob- a sidewalk. The driveway is to be
eligibility may be obtained at the
arrives. But if there is one con- ing business there’s no such thing lem by bFying, bicycles. This not used by vehicles only.
I
student union.
u
solation far getting up early it’s Stu women and Children first.
only solves your parking headRums, freshman camp diree- One unfortunate student who
finding a parking space, because
aches but also builds you up
tor, reported that nearly .’,00
the battle of the curb is raging should know better, Jim Stewart,
persons turned out for the threephysically, according to one cycwith renewed fury this year as a business major senior, drove his
list.
day gathering at Asthimuar earlier
more cars than ever before chariot to school the other day.
Even though the parking situthis month. Ile said no hills for
jockey for position around the "I only live four blocks from
ation is now bad you freshmen can
the encampment have been reSJS campus.
school," Jim lamented, "but on
ceived, but student funds are extake heart. There’s good news
To say that the parking sit- this particular day I didn’t feel
pected to cover them.
on the horizon.
uation
like
at
SJS
walking.
The
is
a
upshot
was
that
problem
is like
Burns also announced that nomiTentative casting has been made
According to Executive Dean C.
I had to walk twice as far once
nations for the 1957-58 camp di- saying’smog in Los Angeles is a
Grant Burton the college is re- and rehearsals have begun for
problem. Any bookie in the country I found a parking space."
rectors will be made Oct. 2.
questing the state to build two George Bernard Shaw’s "Man and
Am:other despe rate student, multi -story parking buildings. If Superman," play director ElizaJerry McMillan, senior-class rep- would give you adds on your
resentative, reported that some chances of finding parking space bent on making his first class on approved, the buildings will be beth Loeffler announced today.
$2000 was collected in senior fees even for a baby carriage in the time, found a few square feet of located on both the northeast
The lead role of John Tanner,
during registration, and that a vicinity of San Jose State any- space on 9th street that required and southwest corners of 9th and the radical young man who fights
time
after
8
were
a.m.
only two wheels overlapping on San Carlos streets. "These aare
large n u in be r of pledges
a valiant but futile battle against
To the casual observer t h e the sidewalk a trifle. He
given.
figured only tenative plans and nothing is feminine wiles, will be handled by
Half the money will go toward shifty-eyed crew-cutter cruising that for one lousy hour nobody definite at this time," Dean BurIvan Paulsen,
senior week activity; the rest to around the outskirts of the cam- would mind. But to his regret he ton said. He added that the land,
Gail Anderson will play Ann
pay for diploma printing and pus is indulging in the favorite found that somebody does mind which is alreday purchased, may
Whitefield, the charming cause of
male
pastime
of
sight-seeging.
and
has
(In
a
association.
ticket
to prove it.
alumni
be used for temporary parking
Tanner’s downfall.
In other developments, the coun- the army they call it reconnoiterSince it’s mandatory that in- spaces until suchtime as the buildR ober t Montilla will portray
out
working
ing.)
But
he
is
is engaged in much structors get to their classes on
cil reported that it
ings can be built.
Straker, T a n ne r’s impertinent.
details with the chamber of coma more serious business, namely time, a number of spaces as well
So there you have it. A little
-mad chauffeur, and Joseph
merce on their joint -sponsorship locating a vacant space to squeeze as a small lot have been reserved bad, a little good, and a lot of speed
Markham will act the role of
of the Navy band show, scheduled his machine into.
for faculty use. Students are not the same.
Roebuck Rarnsden, every inch the
for the Civic Auditorium on Oct.
proper Victorian.
20.
Other players will be Sterling
A matinee and evening perforNorris as Octavius, Shirley Ahern
mance are scheduled. St udent
as Mrs. Whitefield, Gene Gould as
tickets will cost 75 cents for the
Violet and Nancy Dunn as Miss
afternoon show. Tickets for the
Ramsclen.
evening show will run from $1.50
Phillip Upton will play Hector
to 75 cents. All evening seats will
The Associated Students of SJS’
San Jose Chatillfret. of Commerce
Malone Sr., Richard Rossomme
be reset %ed.
According to the latest report will co-sponsor the United States will also sponsor the concert, to
will be Hector ’Malone Jr. and
The council also surged stureceived from the Registrar’s Of- Navy Band’s first concert tour to be conducted on Oct. 20, 1957.
Sandra Palmer will play the maid.
dents to take part in the volunthe
West
Coast
since
the
fall
of
Cmdr.
former
Charles
Brendler,
fice, 11,644 students have enrolled
Shaw’s comedy, which has detary h call Ii program being
1953, according to Tom Burns, president of the American Bandin San Jose State College for the
lighted playgoers since its first
offered by the California PhysiASH executive secretary.
masters Assn., will conduct the performance in 1903, will begin
cians Serv ice. Deadline for apfall semester. Included In this
afternoon and evening perforavailable at the
its run on Oct. 18 and play through
plications
figure are 9457 full-time students
mances.
Brendler holds an
two weekends.
Student Affairs office, Urn. 272
and 2187 limited. The enrollment
honorary degree of Doctor of
Season tickets will be available
Is Sept. 30.
Is
now
658
Music.
enrollees
greater than
i the College Box Office until toDon Ryan, student council presi- last
year’s
total
of
10,986
students
Net proceeds of the concert will
day. Price to students for a redent, announced that a new ruling
(of which 8973 were full-time and
go to the SJS General Scholarstuserved seat for each of the six
now makes it necessary for
2013 were limited).
ship Fund, reports Don Ryan,
productions will be $2.50
dent groups to obtain department
ASH president.
Of the 9457 regular students,
approval before placing announce5412 are continuing, 1854 new.
The senior class will meet Monments on room Mack boards.
1736 college transfers and 455 re- day at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 53, acRyan also appointed McMillan
turning. Last year’s figures were
repand Pat Maloney,. sophomore
cording to class president, Jerry
5091 continuing. 1673 new, 1699
resentative, to the student board,
Siebes. Committees for the class’s
college transfers and 510 returncharging them with responsibility
spring activities have been chosent
ing.
building.
union
Five cars parked at 4th and
for the student
and will be announced at the meetWilliam streets have been hit by
ing, Siebes said.
passing cars in the past wink,
The Student "Y" will hold its according to Al Alexander, a stuFurther appointments will be
10th annual barbecue at the John dent living in the area.
The
discussed ad made at the meetCrummey residence. 1855 Park
Alexander reports that ears
word "Integration" meant little
ing. Siebes emphasized that all I.Ave., from 4 until 10 p.m. today, traveling on William street fre"’Babas,
yesterday to Albert
interested seniorseshould attend according to the Rev. James Mar- quently do not see the stop sign
third grade student In Georgia
Monday’s meeting.
and start ItC1411111 4th street, where
tin, adviser to the group.
here
School
Elementary
Brown
I
A
limited
number
Students
of
tickets
turning
in
still
they are an easy target for 4th
registration
Fan
Orval
Gov.
The senior class Is also planand a cumin of
are available at the Student "V". street’s hat oncoming traffic.
materials after 5 p.m. Monday,
ning a recreation party for the
bus of Arkansas.
Sept. 30, must pay a late registra205 S. 9th St.. until 3:30 p.m. toCan traveling on 4th street hit
freshmen and is already at work
The third grader cheerfully
tion fee of two dollars each, acWilliam pushing
on its annual money-raising ac- day, but they will not be sold at those coming off
sat nest to fellow student.
cording to Registrar Leslie W.
the barbecue. Price of the ticket is them into parked cars on the cortivity, Gorgeous Gams.
George Alexander. a Negro boy.
Ross. He adds that the latest tab75 cents.
ner. he added.
meat Albert would
The only c
illation
Miss Ardith Frost, of the Woindicates approximately
Transportation for the barbecue
The most frequently hit cormake on the Little Rock prob2,000 students -have mtt yet riled men’s P. E. Department, is facul- will be available at the Student ner, according to Alexander, is
lem was a bright grin.
such materials.
ty adviser to the group.
-)r" from 4 until 5 45 p.m.
the northwest.
J

Parking
Faces SJS Students

Ivan Paulsen
Cast in Lead
In Shaw Play

Registration
Figures Top
11,000 Mark

ASB Will Co-Sponsor
U.S. Navy Band ( :oneert

Senior Class
Meets To I’lan
Future Action

Intergration Grin Registration
rAso RoBLEs_orr,_ Materials To
Be Turned In

The
Engineering
Department
will have an allotment of about
$2,660.000 for a new building on
the site of the present corporation yard. The Library will receive about $2 million to expand
the present building to San Fernando street, calling for razing of
the old Student Union Building.
Also in line for
new wing is
the Music Building. This wing is
planned for the rear of the building and will cost approximately
$750,000. The Speech and Drama
Building will get a verticle addition familiar to that of the
Spartan Rookstore,
addition
will cost about $650.004
area
of
Indust
rial
The
the
Arts buildings will be expanded
and developed for use by the
Corporation liard, costing about
$285.291. The old Art wing will
be remodeled for use by the
Journalisni Department, at a
cost of $338.000. According to
Dean Burton, the move by the
Jon rnalism Department will
create better service through
more room.
Site do\ ..lopm.111
if
t
as ill titai
purchased by the
about *750,000.
Over $1 million will be spent by
the college for new equipment
The Art Building will get $256.104; Industrial A r t a, *728.082;
Health Building, $279,685; Faculty
Office Building, $84,485; Student
Activities Building, $109.931; mid
the Educational Psychology Laboratory will receive $39,954.

ROTC Emis

EAN C. GRANT BURTON
... more buildings

Deadline. Set
For Fulbright
Scholarships
Senior students interested in applying for the Fulbright Award
for the 1958-59 college year should
contact Jerome S. Fink, Fulbright
adviser, in Room 118 before Thursday, Oct. 10.
The Fulbright Award is given
by the United States government
to students for one year of graduate study abroad. The scholarship
covers
tuition, books, and niaintenance
of the student for one academic
year of study.
In order to be eligible for the
award, the student must be a citizen of the United States at the
time of application, be in good
health, have an adequate knowledge uf the language of the country of application, and possess a
college degree or its equivalent before the beginning date of the
grant.

Regis’ rat i4111

Prospective applicants should
point SRI overhave at least a
all grade point average, Fink said,
Registration for t he A rmy
and a 3.5 (13 t t grade point averR.O.T.C. unit at San Jose State
age in his major field
will be open until Monday, Sept
30, at 5 p
, according to an
announcement made Thursday 193,
Major Dean Bressler, assistant a
professor of Military Science and
Tactics.

funior Class
holds Meeting

Enrollment
in
t he
A rm y
Junior class committees will be
R.O.T.C, program enables the stu- formed Monday at 3-30 p.m. durdent to carry an academic load of ing a Junior class meeting to be
18 units, two of which are In the held in Room 55.
ROTC. program.
Committees, to be for the entire semester, include after-game
dance, Junior prom, fund raising,
publicity, entertainment and pub.
lic relations.
The librarianship faculty will
Junior execlutive council will
give an open house for all new meet at 2:30 p.m, in the same
librarianship majors and minors room.
and all Alpha Beta Alpha memBM Douglas, class president, inbers, according to Miss Dora vites all juniors, especially transSmith, head of the Librarianship fers to attend the meeting.
Department.
The open houses will be held on
Wednesday, October 2, from 7:31(
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the home of
College students ’who forget
Miss. Jannette Vander Plovg.
to adjust their clocks over the
Weekend as ill he all fouled up
when they rennet for classes
Monday
morning.
California,
along with a good many other
Today, Monday and Tuesday will
states, will make the switch
of them a San Jose State s,udent.
from daylight saving time back
L Hyttong ceramics exhibit will I
to standard time at I a.m. PST
remain on display. Library of or 1
PDT Bandits’.
tidal’ have advised.

Cars Collide Open Housie
’Y’ To Hold
Tenth Annnal Near Campus
BBQ Toda y

’Time Switch Sun.

flysong Show

by Dick Biblet

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

.,,..

..i.17!*4111

The Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange, located in the Student
Union, will be open thrtaih Wed.
nesday, October 2, from 9 a.m. tol
,1 p.m., according to Marshall Gibson, co-chairman of the exchange. I.
The Book Exchange,. which is
run by Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, buys hooks at
ail of what the student originally
paid for the book, minus a ten
cent handling charge. However,
the student selling the book isn’t
paid until his book is sold. Books
are sold for 23 of the price paid
for the book last semester, phis
tax.
Students selling books through
the Exchange may pick up their
money through October 5, said
Gibson.
Dave Hill and Dick Takaha artt
co-chairmen of the Exchange with
Gibson.
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mmething rotten in Ark ansas

,.
1%

Do you feel proud, Governor Faubus? And how about you, the
/rouble -making white element in Arkansas? Would you like to know
what the world is saying about you?
Listen.
"There’s something rotten in the State of Arkansas.
"Children, for instance.
"And their mothers.
’Their fathers, too.
"Rotten through and through . . . white -skinned rottenness that
oozes from a black and devilish unseen pigment in their souls." Thus
spoke the London Daily Herald.
"Statements by Mr. Eisenhower and Faubus consist of fluff multiplied by dandyfloss.
"This mutual humbug on both sides has now collapsed and the
President at long last has invoked the most drastic measures since
the Civil War to prevent American boys and girls having to be
guarded by American troops on their way to school.
"Governor Faubus, like Joe McCarthy, makes a mockery of
American democracy." T.,e were the words of the London Daily
Mirror.
"The man sitting in the White House did not do all that he
could and did not act as soon as he should have . . he was forced
to take a position." L’Unita, organ of the Italian Communist party,
came up with that statement.
The Paris Commie newspaper, L’Humanite, ran a cartoon on ,
page one. It showed a family watching a lynching on TV.
This, kiddies, is what the people of the world are reading and
writing. About us.
Do you feel proud, Governor Faubus? And how about you, the
trouble-making white element in Arkansas?
Can you give the world an explanation?

"7,01 (EMIR
Campus Expose?

Vitti
_.
,
"You

7--

Book Exchange
Now in Service

CAN’T flunk meI’s,’ got a CONTRACT!"

Locks To Be Cut ’From Lockers

The Engineering Dept. has an; off. The reason for the action is
flounced that all locks must he that many of the locks belong to
removed from lockers in the En- people no longer on Ca m pu s.
gineering building by 3 p.m. to- al.ockers will be available again
day Any remaining will be cut on Monday.

BOMB SCARE
MERIDEN, Conn. (UP)As the
manager phoned police to report
a bomb threat, the lights in the
theater went out and the film
stopped. Lightning had struck a
utility line and cut off the power.
The bomb threat turned out to be
a hoax.

the

#et Seat
by Rondie E. Poe

Frank Sinatra stood in the hallway like Caesar with a chip on his
shoulder.
In an hour his pussy -willow body would be onstage, his suggestive
voice hypnotizing 5000 spectators. But just now he was standing alone,
affixing an ice-cold stare on the ceiling.
Funny ... but both times we’ve met Sinatra (once in New York,
once here) he’s been in a hallway. By himself. A much smaller man
than the movie ads indicate, Sinatra reminds me of Woody Wood pecker on a whip-cream diet.
Frankie Boy’s bodyguards kept the masses away ("Get hack
stoops, nobody goes past this line." "Nab .. he ain’t talkin to nobody.")
Many of Sinatra’s companions are long-mopped chitracters who
might have stepped out of your garbage disposal. Thet’re shoving,
tough -talking gents who’ll never work for Pepsodent. And that’s the
impression Sinatra leaves. Until you talk to him.
Then, you’re aware that here is a ma n who’d rather have you!
respect than fickle adoration.
"I don’t make it a point to start trouble," he told this writer,
"but I don’t run fast either."
The slick -par sheets are coated with tales about Sinatra’s in tolerance and garlic temper. Sombody should flip the coin to let the
public view the other side.
This isn’t to say that he’s a gentle, middle-aged (11) lilly
Scout who helps spinmters across t he st rest, 11.11 never he. Yet
neither is he the tyrannical showboat of some people’s imagination.
He became angry only when we mentioned racial prejudice. Discrimination is as inexcusable evil to Sinatra. lie once slugged a waiter
in New York for not serving a Negro.

University Gets
Gift of $1.83

LOS ANGELES, (UP) The
regents of the University of California has accepted a gift of $1.83
from three small San Francisco boys, who earned the money
collecting and selling old bottles.
The gift of $1.83 was not only
accepted, but the boys received
a personal letter of thanks from
President Robert C’. Sproul. They
were Harold Gamble, 10: Ricky
Chczik, 9: and Gordon Ulrich, 10.
Dr. Sproul told the boys he t
would honor their request that
the money be donated to the
Pediatrics fund for hospitalized
children at the university’s San
Francisco Medical Center.

Dear Thriist and Parry:
We ahvays have been under the
impression that pre-registration
College Associated Student Body,
feel it our duty to expose a campus disgrace namely. the abuse of
pre-registration privileges by
members of the San Jose State
marching band.
We always bast, ben under the
imhpression that pre-registration
was granted to individuals needing first choice of classes because
they were engaged in activities
which were of service to the school
or because of other extenuating
circumstances I physical disabilities or job hours.)
The marching band does not
seem to fall under either of these
Entered as second class rntter April
categories, yet its members re- 24,
1934, at San Jose, Calif., under the
ceived pre-reg.
act of Marc), 3, 1879. Member CaliforSJS played a football game with nia Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Stanford Saturday. The band, a Published daily by the Associated Students of San Jose State College, except
spirit-building factor at any grid Saturday and Sunday, during th college
contest, was conspicuous by its year with one issue during each final
! mmination period.
absence.
reOur cheer leaders were not Subscriptions accepted only on
mainder -of-school year basis. In fat segiven pre-reg; they did an excel- mester, $4: in spring semester, $2.
lent job of leading the rooting Telephone: CYpress 4-6414 Editorial,
section. The song girls were not Ext. 210, Advertising, Ext. 211.
Editor
given pre-reg; they charmed the
LEIGH WEIMERS
spectators with their enthusiasm.
Business Manager
Members of the football team were
LARRY KAUFMAN
given pre-reg.: they too, were
Day Editor
there. But. WHERE WAS THE
RAY BARCH
Jim Drennan
News Editor
BAND?
Bob Craft
What a blow it was to Spartan Feature Editor
Randie Poe
Editor
honor when our lovely song girls Sports
Will Watkins
Copy Desk Chief
had to do their graceful routines Society Editor
Cathy Ferguson
REPORTERS
to the accompaniment of the blare
Flo Hamilton.
Kauth,
Cox.
Robert
Estella
produced by the sneering, leering.
Lola Sherman, Patricia Kelly, Barbara
members of the Stanford band! Ziebell,
Robinson,
Maurin
Barbara
WHERE WAS OUR BAND? The Greuner, Anthony Tarvelle, Fran), Sch;marching band did not march: its I ckel, Bill Godfrey, Ray Barth, Conrad
members performed no service to Mueller, John Salarnida. Bob Adams.
ADVERTISING STAFF
the school-yet those people got OffIce Manager
Janice Poindexter
pre-reg.
Dean Armstrong, Jack Brotherton. EmThis certainly is not fair play. ily Dennis, Kenneth L. Dixon, Robert
Vine* Figliomeni, Jerry Gibbons,
Why should these individuals be tiler.
William J. Guirnont, Joanna Hilby, Eleamollycoddled? We demand a pub- nor Knudtseri, Ken Lichtenstein, William
lic explananat ion from the Music M. Martin Jr., Irene Sprague, Gerald
Department. The Registrar’s Of- Ulrich, Diane Kiiofi.
fice should investigate this affair. gets pre-reg is them that deWe simple Spartans do not mind serves it."
Somebody is covering up.
having to take 7:30 a.m. lecture
Three Fearless Muckrakers
classes and 7 p.m. labs as long as
David Davidson ASB 166
the registration system is imDouglas Turner ASB 630
partial to all.
Emil Trimillers ASB 2622
We believe that "them what

speztanaiiii

he Taxp aye r
Are high taxes reduCingTour incentive to work harder and earn more?
IF YOU’RE ONE of the more than 65 million
Americans who hold down a job, you probably
work about 40 hours a week.

But did you ever stop to consider that taxes
are so high today you work for yourself only
27 of those 40 hours? The other 13 go to pay
your share of thc cost of government.
No one expects to live without taxes;
obviously. But when they take more than $110
billion, or about one dollar out of every three
earned, something’s wrong.
You pay these taxes in more ways than you
know, too.
If you lived in California, for instance, made

87,500 last year, and listed a wife and two
children as dependents, you were taxed these
ways to start with: Federal income $875, Social
Security $95, State income $25, Property tax
$325, Auto license tax $40, State and Local
sales tax $75 and Telephone tax $10.
0 This adds up to $1445 and it’s only the
beginning.
Did you buy a car? Figure another $175 tax.
The tax on the gasoline to run your car was at
least $65. You also paid a 10% tax every time
you bought a plane or train ticket or spent a
dollar at the movies.
And you’re still not through. Because every

made anything you bought had
to pay taxes on practically everything that
went into the product.

company that

These thousands of indireal taxes were eventually

I tossed on to you as part of the cost ofyour purchases.

The result? At least one-third of what you
earned went to pay some form of taxes.
The real danger is obvious: taxes this high
may be so discouraging that you have less
incentive to work harder, earn more money
and produce more. ’
.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The Chairman
of the Board, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building,
617 West 7th Street, LOS Angeles 17, California.

1957-58 DRAMA SEASON

Season Ticket Sale Ends Today
Have You Bought Yours?

SIX GREAT PLAYS
"Man and Superman"
"My Hearts in the Highlands"
’Italian Straw Hat"
"The Crucible"
"The World is Round"
"Angel Street"

4

ALL SIX for $2.50
(With A511 Card/

$4.50 for non-students

Union

Oil

Company OF CALIFORNIA

BOX OFFICE OPEN UNTIL 5 TODAY
(College Theatre Porch)

MANUFACTURERS

OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL

mmennemommenommenonn.enennn.......nnnnn.n-n--."n---------

Spartans Aim for Win
Over Denver Pioneers

, By RANDIE E. POE
DenverThe good book of
Matthew says, " . . . seek, anti
you shall find: knock and it shall
be opened unto you."

San Jose State’s grid team
goes a -seeking and a -knocking tonight in a 7:15 p.m. intersectional clash with Denver Universiyt. The result should be interesting. Radio station KEEN (with
Bob Blum at the micro-phone)
will broadcast the game starting
at 7 p.m.
The Spartans’ chartered airliner landed in Denver at 8 p.m.
last night and, following a halfhour workout under the Denver
U. Stadium lights, the SJS team
bedded down at the plush Park
Lane Hotel.
SLICK BACKFIELD
Denver, although it fumbled
away a 10-0 game to Iowa State
last week, boasts one of the Skyline Conference’s slickest backfields. As SJS coach Bob Titchenal phrases it. "Our tackling had
better improve fast or we’ll be
In for a very long night."
Three Pioneer backs, Mel Johnson. Jim Epperson, and Al Yanowich will probably make life difficult for the Spartan defense.
Johnson and Epperson form Denver’s ace battery, Johnson pitching. Epperson catching.
In the Iowa State fray, Johnson, a barrel chested, 212 lb.
Pennsylvanian, hurled all but one
of Denver’s eight passes. Last season he averaged five yards per
carry.
WEBB AT HALFBACK
As most of the nation already
knows, the Spartans were butchered 47-6 by Stanford last week.
Titchenal Indicated today that

Welcome Back
to

STATE
and the

BUNGALOW
FOIJNTAIN
Fine Food
Reasonable Prices
Breakfast Lunch

Dinner

Open 7 Days a Week
Corner 9th and Williams

4

2. Clock punching by
hour leaves little or no
time for extra curricu
Par activities.
3. Fixed low pay scale,
with no reward for outstanding work.
4. Income ends when
school is out in Spring.
No summer job

One of the few Spartans Will) shined In Saturday’s 46-7 stomping by
guards on the West Coast, is a 6-ft., IS5-1b. senior from San FranIrist..1. lie is as captain and an-eonference at San Francisco City College before enrolling at SJS.
changes might be made In the
Spartan lineup. Paul Webb, ESyear-iiiii sacrament 0 11141rhaek.
wilt handle the slot generally
reserved for Fred Blanco. Webb’
I. perhaps the club’s top defensive man.
Also slated for heavy duty is
Rapid Ray Norton. possibly the
swiftest halfback in the country
(9-4). Norton. whose only liability
Is that he needs experience, picked
up the Spartan’s only authentic
first -down against the Indians last
week on an eight -yard cutback.
Denver newspapers have given
Norton the "whizz -bang" treatment.. The Denver Post said yesterday that "if the Pioneers are
surprised on the ground, the Spartans’ big hope will be Ray Norton.
DEFENSE IMPROVING
Titchenal feels that his defensive platoon is shaping up nicely.
but . that "much improvement is
necessary if our blocking and
tackling is to be effective." Too
many times last week Stanford

B. Sales position at $100.00
monthly minimum guarantee (average earnings
are $183.20 due to incentive pay).
1. Receive valuable Gaining on sales techniques
a n d personality development (Hear Training Records).
2. Luxury work schedule.
Work 20 hours per
month. Fit your working hours in with your
own schedule.
3. Continue full time next
summer with opportunity for new car a n d
scholarship.

Openings are limited, so telephone early for an appointment.
Call CY 4-8667 Evenings. Please do not ask us to furnish further details by telephone; we will do that when we meet you in
person at your appointment.

backs cruised Out of grasp of SJS

tacklers.
..Either

"lit ha", t a pa,

against Dem er," Titcheniti said,
"or our running game will base
to show tremendous Improvemeat."
If the Spartans take to the airlanes, Mary McKean and Mike
Jones will do the pitching. McKean, who hit Jim Riley with a
25-yard TD pitch against Stanford, completed 46 of 96 flings last
year. Jones established several
Spartan frosh records last year.
VANOWICH A.THREAT
Denver Coach John Ronning was
pleased with his team’s defense
against Iowa State, but he said
yesterday that, "We’ve work to do
offensively." Most observers here
feel that Ronning has the horses.

Soccer Team
Opens Season,
Plays Drones
Coach Julie Menendez’s San Jose
State soccer team lifts the lid on
its 1957 season today, tackling the
University of Santa Clara Broncos
in a practice engagement at 4
p.m. at Ryan Field in Santa Clara.
The Spartan team members of
then Calif. Intercollegiate Soccer
Conference, has an eight -game
schedule. Opening conference game
for the SJS squad will be a tussle
I against the Calif. Aggies Oct. 5
at 1:30 p.m. at Spartan Field.
Soccer powerhouse USE is defending conference champ. T h r
Spartans tied for fifth last season.
Nine returning lettermen were
among the 23 players who turned
out for practice this week. Last
year’s monogram winners were
Bob Bergman. D o n Danielson.
Wenzel Gerhardt, Bob Eiler, John
Rodriguez, Dave Spainhower, Ken
Spagnola, George Sanders, a n d
Dan F..strada.
:
Menendez reports there are still
openings ort the team and "anyone is welcome to try out." Practice sessions are held daily at 3:30
p.m.
CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
Oct. SCelif. Aogies 1.30-11te
Oct. IIS. F State 3:30tlete
Oct. 111CIte College of S. F. 3:40Thete
Oct. 24use 10 a roThete
Nov 2Santa Clete 10 ctn.Here
No. 1P-11.i.
of Calif 11 tn.
No. 14-5tentn.d 10

It is

by Randie E. Poe
Sports Editor
With only a bgd taste in their mouths (the Stanford party). Son
Jose State’s 1957 issue of Spartans enplaned for Denver yesterday
for an intersectional argument with Denver University.
For boyish-looking (39) Bob Titchenal, SJS’ new grid -master. it
will mark a return to obi pasture lie N RS an assistant coach at

Frosh Team
Starts Practice

.
The biggest tin
&inkier% in five years. 52 strong.
greeted Spartan coach Max Coley
at the opening day of practice this
week. The grinders are preparing
for their opener against the Cal
Denver in 1952. Memot ies. they say. arc made ot that. Triumphs. too Poly JV’s Oct. 11.
’Fitch is hoping.
With nowhere to go but up after
Despite the one-sided setliack Si,
dropping all three of last season’s
the Stanford Athletic Club, Thetzitniec. Coley looks for a successhenal is not weep -eyed. Beneath
till season. In meeting the cal
Sta. burl:tett of this Spartan elecen
Poly club, the frosh launch a five
is an unexposed potential and like
game season.
a triaa rattler. SJS will bite some.
before the year matures.
Listed tly Coley’ as the most
Sine.. Denser is the spot this promising of the group are cent,’:
He had an Jerry Overstreet and Ron MeEtrid.
uriter calls h
opportunity to &went. Pioneer and Richard Morgan, a 200 II
tuso %treks ago. fullback from Lincoln High, S..:
practire
ho Hill not be Jose.
The local c
ing toot bless ragamuffins
Overstreet. from San Franc’,
tonight. I/en% r r imports footco’s Lincoln High. played in bor
ho
%
-est
r
( 40 of
ballers by tue
the North -South All Star game ii
his y ear’s squad are out -of.
Los Angeles and the East-West aters, at retching from New
game in San Francisco.
liork to California, from MuMcBride. who participated in
nesota to Michigan).
Contrast this with the Spartan roster, which shows only Iwo non the San Diego All -Star High
School game. was graduated from
Californians.
South Gate Iligh in les Angeles.

FOR BACK TO SCHOOL
for the TEACHER
for the STUDENT

%rife comfortable transportation
no parking problems
107 miles per gallon of gasoline
up to 50 miles per hour
easy terms less Oran $4.00 per week
YOU CAN OPERATE A VESPA FOR Sc PER DAY
Mission Taxi Co., Inc., your VESPA Dealer
515 IIIIID AVIINUI, SAN JOSE. CY 3-1234

Just as one cherry dors not matte the pie, onr grid game is
miles from being a season. The Indian sietory uas espected hy ell
but the rosy -eyed and unrealistic. Illa%ids don’t oftPn kayo tiollaths.

LIFETIME RECORD: 1-14
Spartan football wins over Stanford are as infrequent as Mont.
venni playing "Long Tall Sally." Our lifetime record against the
Palo Altos is 1-14. This isn’t a slap at State. The schools operate under
different by-laws.
The point we’d like to make is that Titelienal and his erudite
aide. Marty Feldman, are fielding a green -as -crass eleven. More than
33 men on the club are new to the coaching staff, Even chicks requilt’ hatching time.

. GAME ERGIPOSED
SPOKANE. Wash
The
!Spokane Athletic’ Round Table today proposed an intersectional
football game between Central
High School of Little Rock and
Gonzaga Prep, a local catholic high
school. Thanksgi%ing Day to ease
north -south relationships.
If the plan is approved by the
organization’s board of directors.
the entire Central High student
body will be flown here for the
contest, to be labeled the "Friendly City Bowl Game." an anonymous Round Table member said.
said

BICYCLES
FOR RENT
3 speed models

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 THE ALAMEDA
Crpress 3-9766

Sororities

CUT RATES

t,f4

389.00

0

CORSAGES
HOUSE PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
BOUTONNIERES

EX’SpirlIfinS
Will

Fraternities

Meet SF

Paced by eight former Spartan
grinders, the Santa Cruz Seahawks
tackle the South SF Windbreaker%
at 8 p.m. tonight on the South sr
High School field.

This coupon good for

$1.00
on any purchase of
13.75 or more.

Santa Cruz will start an all ex Spartan backfield with Bots Reinhart e561 at quarterback. Joe
Ulm 1551 at fullback, and Clive
Bullion i’551 and Ben Guzman
(’561 at the halfback slots

Ed Eby, Florist
525 E. SANTA CLARA

Do it Today --Don’t Delay!

SPIRIT NON-EXISTENT
SJS likes to think of itself as a proud West Coast college. We
point dfliciously to our 11.000 inmates and to our rapidly expanding

NOW is the time to make your plans to go home for

campus. Yet our support of the Spartan team at Stanford. even before the contest was lost, would not have done justice to J.C. Penny
Grammar School.

eliminate last minute worry ... No Deposit Necessary

One writer in the press box asked me what happened to WS
spirit. Somebody else tell him.
It’s a hit trite to suggest that, high -voltage student body can
transform a mediocre team into a good one. Yet Poppy History tells
us it’s happened.
No team will deserve our backing more than this year’s club.
The winning runs are still on base.

Thanksgiving and Christmas . . . reserve early . . .

Travel Advisors
Howard Nelson
CYpress 7-2121

Merritt Greene
24 E. San Fernando

MORE PEOPLE DRIVE CHEVROLETS THAN AN

.iit

-SR

’If Bel Air Sport Coupe will, spunk to spc

Great to hare -and only Chevy’s got ein!
BODY BY FISHER. You get more
to be proud’of in Chevrolet. No
other loot-priced car is quite so
beautifully or substantially built
down to the last detail.
SHORTEST STROKE SR. This
helps explain Chevrolet’s smooth
and lively V8 ways. Short -stroke
design also means less piston
travel, longer engine life. Here’s

for the PROFESSOR

Free 90 -day service

In Denver’s Eloy 51ares. Mel Johnson and Jim Epperson. SJS
may be bumping helmets with an unstoppable trove. Mares is a
smart, knifing runner who also passes well. Johnson was one of the
east’s most highly -sought preps.
Epperson, a hula -hipped Negro, is D. U.’s best pass grabber, an
excellent defender, possesses good speed, passes well, and punts adequately. Some say he sells programs at halftime.
Much worse than the Spartan football team Saturday was Spartan spirit. It’s ripe tor revival.

Chevrolet’s the onk leading
loss -priced car
ith any of
these advances the only car
at any price with all of them!

VESPA

Free instruction

Uppercuts

of

[SPARTAN DAILYS

Friday, September 27, 1957
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AN UNSTOPPABLE_ FORCE

WHICH CAMPUS JOB
WOULD YOU PREFER?
A. Usual campus job.
I. Boring, routine work,
with no applicable experience value.

~0 a.. /WI a". 41.

O O

.....-......--PrIgn

super-efficient power with plenty
of vim and vigor!
ST 1NH4RD BALL-RACE SERI’;. Chevy’s Ball -Race steering

gear mechanism is virtually friction-free! That means easier parking, surer control, more relaxed
driving.

standstill to top cruising speed in
one gentle stream of motion.
Special "Grade Retarder" position
saves braking on hills.
P.M. Chevy’s got the big "details,"
Hit,! See all the exclusives at your
Chevrolet dealer’s!
OAfsonal al extra call

POSITRACTIONt REAR AXLE’.

When one rear wheel slips in mud,
snow or ice, the wheel with the
traction grips for sure going!
TRIPLE-TURRINE TURBO.
GLIDE. The silkiest automatic
drive anywhere! You move from

Onl franrhiPfl t.hrivrifi rienkr

ellEIROUT
C,FT S WINNING DE4I. ON A
NESill’s vT1IF GETTING’S
F me 4 GGibi

diiplav this famous tradratark

List Price

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

1---qP4IITAN DIRT
Friday, September 27 1957

SPARTAN SOCIETY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

()fficer. Elected
It %loth Hall

.4 WS Greets
Ni., Members

The annual Big -Little Sister
party sponsored by AWS will be
held Wednesday. Oct. 2, according
to Lou Anne Bone, publicity chairman. The get-together is Si) be at
the barbeque area in front of the
Women’s Gym from 330 to 530
p.m.
There will be entertainment and
tartArlene Werner: social dime- ! refreshments
as well as greetings
1,as, Connie Evans, and Dorine from AWS officers. -This is a
l’,irrieroy; air defense warden. good chance to get acquainted: all
freshnwn girls ure invited," said
vladeline Taylor.
Miss Bone.
The members of Melody Hall
Thursday, Sept. 19. Melody Hall
had its first meeting and elected
officers. The newly elected officers
are president, Sally Hoffman; vicepresident, Anna Mae Agarth; seceters% Margaret Gemmel!: trees,ter, Nancy Bray; publicity chair-

OPENING WEDNESDAY
Last Ta.t, refute

have started planning their nett, ,

MARY EASE TRIO

ties for the future.

1 7he jam citeteca,ee
S.F.’s SOFT DRINK NIGHT CLUB
presents
Great Names

THE MASTERSOUNDS
OPEN NIGHTLY
90 MARKET STREET
Leave I.D. Cards Home

ONLY

PENINSULA

APPEARANCE

146 cco6e9
AND HIS BAND
with

Clancy Idaye.1
at

ADOBE CREEK LODGE
8- 12 P.M.
Admission $1.25

SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 29

§etS/100 (flolTf
MAYFAIR
0
A

ALL COLOR SHOW
V.a:t L.,sney s

"IAMBI"
ad Audrey Hepburn

"FUNNY FACE"
Ettra Cartoons 11 Short Subjects

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"BAMBI"
"KETTLES ON OLD
MocDONALD’S FARM"
’Gunfight of the OK Corral’

SLAIG21111TOG
"THE LIGHT TOUCH"

HOWARD HUGHES’

JET
PILOT
JOHN WAYNE
JANET LEIGH
U.S. AIR FORCE

Margaret
Jack
Johnstcn
Hawkins
Hilarious comedy by makers of
’Genevieve

"For Whom Not Boll Tolls"
Bmgman and Cooper

WNW_

CV. ’7-J060
"FIRE UNDER HER SKIN"
,shamedly Inttmate

TECHNICOLOR.

"THE SEVENTH SIN"
UNIVIRSAL-INTERNATIONAL

4.’ororiI i es

Spartans Reveal
Busy Social Life
major The former Miss Bassett
is a immber of Sigma KaPPit.
kiDWEI.1.---DEUTERMANN
Th,. I ham Gammas were sac.
prised over the summer by the
engagement of Gekko neutermann, sophomore Juane economies
major from Belmont, to Bob Kidwell, who attended the University
la Colorado.

,
ALEXANDER-F(10TE
Al Alexander, senior social 86mice major, WO. married Septembet’ 8 in Bakersfield to the former ;
I
Caroline Foote. now attending aJ="I
with her husband. Slw is majoring
in elementary education.
I

DUARTE-RUIZ
Leonard Duarte, senior rtniSie
major, has announci d his enga;eSTEPOVICH-KING
ment to Miss Phyllis Ruiz,
Sandy King, senior music major
Calif. They will be married Feb
from Marysville announced her en2, 1958.
gagement this ’summer to Alex
SIEMON-FORSItte
At the first meeting of Alpha Step.% ich, SJS graduate. Sandy is
Omicron P1. a scroll and rose tree a member of Delta Gamma and
announced the pinning of Elma Alex was affiliated with Delta Up Van Fossen, a senior ’education satin while at San Jose.

ht Plans
For Semester

The last day to register for soi n g is Oct. 4, Pat
rority r u
Means, assistant rush chairman,
announced. Any girl interested in
sorority rushing can mister in
Room 114.
Rushges’ orientation meetItig
will be held Saturday, Oct. 12, at
9 a.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

10c DRY

15s WASH

ADAS LAUNDERETTE
409 E. Santa Clara near 9th Street
8 A.M. to 10 P.M. including SUNDAYS

’

SPARTANETTE BEAUTY CENTER
FOR CAMPUS CUTS

Wound-l. p Dunce
Will Be Held Sat.

1951 (’hey. Bel Aire, 476 S. 71h, Student To Live In Own Room,
Salary in exch. balo
bath,
Ni.11. ’rake offer.
Two men, share apt. 383 S. 19th. I o
sitting. Lt. Duties, close to bus.
; Std. Royal Typwtr. $300 in ’55. c7_ 7:1190.
CY 5-8980.
!Sell $80. See G. Ulrich, J106.
Private Km. Kit., Priv. Shower.
GIRL TO SERVE AT BREAKLinen $30. 52 S. 10th.
I1950 Pontiac Convert, Hydramatic FAST AND HELP WITH
MONDAY THROUGH
Girl to share home with older stu- , -8" $300 cash- Call Larry CY DISHES MEAL AND SALARY
FRIDAY.
dent. $12 wk. FR 8-6197 aft 4:30 7-315.5,
5-6767.
(’Y
_
or Thurs. and Weekend.
1957 Hillman Minx 2-tone, 4-dr.
Must Sell 1952 4-dr. Plymouth.
Male student to share ups. 250 N. sedan 51.495. Mouat S.D., No. 112
Very good condition 241 S. 14th.
8th, Apt. 5. $31.50 utilities; included Phone El. 4-4840.
.
CY 2-7159.
M W I’ mornings
IOU Olds. FL Good rubber, lo oil
Attractive single room nith ga- consiimp. MIL hydra. Family car 71 eu. ft. Refrigerator, excellent
rage. Young man 475 S 15th St. of SJ prof. $125. Rm. (’H 316 or condition, $65. (711 5-3900.
For Male: II en. ft. GE and ft en.
Apt for rent: 4 male student*. $30. ph. CY 2-9085.
Coldspot refrigerators, firea rno. Kitchen ;irk’ 664 S. 8th St. Riders from Castro Valley-Hay- f
ace screen. elm’ Mrs. Harris.
CV 4-2784 after 5:00 pm.
ward area. BR 6-2582 after 5.
EXT. 256. Evenings AX
Daytime.
Men-Room 11125 with latches, 2
Riders or ear pool wanted HAY - 6-3519.
Single hods 304 5 9th Street.
WARD AREA. Call BR 8-2310.
Mere. 4-dr., K.H. & 0.10. Very
Volt %%LE
Riders Wanted from Hayward to nice, $695 cash. 422 W. San Carlos.
GERMAN 1.11,111WEIGHT Sao .1018. Daily CY 7-8086
. I.E. 55hp 711
Itide home or Bider to Hillsdale. 18 Triumph Tr I lo. Exc. Cond.
Mf/Tthlit
1900 notch $225 C11 3
TTli
2
20.
11
5-1435.
517 S. 6th, Apt. 6, CA’ 2-3516.
eves. ,
HE, S. I.

Gamma Beta Chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega, national service fraternity, announced its first rush
function for Monday at 7:30 p.m.,
according to Dave Hill, assistant
site president.
The function will be held at 510
N. 2nd St., and those attending
are asked to wear coat, tie and
slacks. Any rushee needing a ride
4hould call CY. 4-4144.

major from Antioch. to Fred Sip- WII.KINSON-DONA1.1)144)N
mon. SJS graduate and Theta Xi
The engagement of Doreen Don.member.
HOURS:
aldson of Danville to Rollin Wilkinson of Pasadena was announced
WATF.RMAN-SINI:ER
A pink and chat-ti uese sequined this summer. Winkinson is a gencandle, a rose and :I box of candy eral agriculture major fixam PasaALPHA CHI OMEGA
announced the pinning of Sandra dena and attends the University
The Alpha Chi Omegas’ started Singer, Alpha Omicron Pi, to Ray of California at Davis, where he is
the new school year with an Waterman.
Sandra is a senior a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
amendment to their by-laws. The physical education major from Doreen is a senior kindergarten pledges are now required to make Burlingame and Ray is a senior primary education major. Wedding
Just a 20 average to be initiated business maim* from San Jose.
plans are tentatively set for Febinto the sorority. In the past the
ruary.
requirement has been a 2.3 aver- CANEPA-NOONAN
Two SJS’ students, Leta Jane NIEVER-SOITHARD
age.
The traditional passing of the
Margie Jackson was nominated Noonan and John Canepa Jr., were
to represent Alpha Chi Omega in married this summer in Carmel. candle at the Delta Gamma house
The bride is a mernher of Sigma Monday night heralded the enthe Homecoming Queen Contest.
A new office was started in Al- Kappa Sorority. Cinepa is a Sig- gagement of Nancy Southard,
junior interior decorating major
pha Chi Monday night. Sharon ma Ni.
of Los Gatos, and Bob Meyer, a
t :iacomazzi will be the first cam- Dllf311..--EDSINGER
Karla Gay Edsinger, sophomore, University of California gradvate
paign and public relations chairflew to Germany during the sum- where he was affiliated with Delta
:Ilan.
mer to become the wife of Robert Tau Delta.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
This past weekend held inspira- Diehl, now stationed in Frankfurt DERRICKSON-PITTMAN
tion for members der AOII for the with the U.S. Army. The bride is
Kay Pittman, SJS graduate, an coming year as it was designated taking extension courses from the nounced her engagement to Jim
as a retreat. Among the topics on University of Maryland while liv- Derrickson, sophomore engineerthe agenda for this fall are Home- ing in Frankfurt.
ing major. from Los Altos, on
coming, house activities, and forth- BENCE-WEBER
Sept. 22 during a party at her parDorothy Weber, 1957 graduate ents’ home in Irvington. Miss Pittcoming dances.
Monday night’s meeting was fol- of SJS, and William Bence were man is affiliated with Chi Omega.
lowed by a spontaneous inspira- married July 20. Mrs. Bence, a Wedding plans are set for Dec. 22.
tion hour in which the pledges psychology major, was a member
were given their initiation invita- Of ’Psi Chi.
tions by their big sisters. Initiation KINERT-BRIDGES
of Dione Chenoveeth, Danita Dell
Barbara Bridges, a former SJS
’Era, Bonn le Miur: and Irene student, became the bride of Ens.
Woodworth will be on Sunday. John Kinert in the chapel of the
Sept. 29 in the Chapter House fol- U.S. Naval Station at Treasure
lowed by brunch at the St. Claire Island. The bride is a meffiber of
Hotel.
Chi Omega, and her husband is a
1956 graduate of the U.S. Naval
CHI OMEGA
New officers for fall semester Academy.
were appointed Monday night. BIGGER-BONE
rhese new officers are Geri Dorsa,
Shirlee Lotiann Ptone and Wit social and civic service chairman: ham Bigger were married early
Gwen Base, vocations; Betty Rob. in the summer and are now makerts. personnel; and Lee Sorg. so- ing their home in San Jose. Both
cial chairman. Donna Scheiber was are recent graduates of SJS.
was installed as pledge trainer.
TICE-TOMBOW
KAPPA DELTA
Sue Tombow. a former SJS On Kappa Delta started off this se- dent, announced her engagement
mester by holding second degree June 2 to Bob Tice, an aeronautics
for four new neophytes. They are I major and member of Alpha Eta
Donna Chester, Mary Lou Frizzell. Rho, at a party held at her par Olga Fistolera and Carol Sun-. ents home. A spring wedding is
sarian. Dr. Martha Cox of the , planned by Tice, a junior, and Miss
Business Department was pledged ; Tombow.
into the chapter as the KD’s new GORDON-BANKS
faeulty adviser.
The candle was passed at Union
Initiation will be held Sunday. Residence at Stanford University
Oct. 5 at the chapter house. The to announce the engagement and
initiation banquet will follow.
forthcoming wedding .in June of
This past week has been Neo- Miss Diane Banks to Mr. Robert
phyte Week at Kappa Delta. The Gordon, drama major at SJS. Miss
neophytes will obey the bidding of Banks is a junior English major
the active sisters except on Thurs- at Stanford University.
day, which will be turn-about day. PFAFFENI1F.RG Eft-R EINEM F.
Elmer Miltenberger and Carol
Jean Reineke became engaged a
few weeks ago at a picnic dinner
attended by both of their families
In Modesto. Carol is a senior elementary education major from
"Wesley Wound-Up," a combinModesto. Elmer is a Stanford
sponsored
ation dance and party,
graduate now working on a genwill
This new Arrow University-styhd shirt
by the Wesley Foundation,
eral secondary credential and a
he held Saturday night from 8 thaster’s degree in physical educatradi.
is a deft blend of the old and new
to 12 p.m. at Wesley Hall, ’24 N. tion.
-soft
feather
styling
in
smart
new
tional
5th St., according to Miss Jane
Arrow Cambridge Cloth . . . bound to be.
Moorman, social chairman of the BA1ILEKE,--R5SSI Err
Peggy Bassett, a junior edticacome as popular as our famous Oxford
Foundation.
The affair is open to college stu- the, major, and Bill Bauleke were
cloth. Collar buttons down, front and ten.
dents and dress will be weeern or married July 6 in San Mateo. He
ter back.
Epsicasual. P.rice will be 25 cenis slag is a member of Sigma Alpha
MitogalLtailored body and sleeves fit
lon and a business administration
and 35 cents for couples.
smooth and neat, Without bunching. Full

"Pretty soft!"...new Arrow Cambridge Cloth

ASS IFIEDS
FOIL

Sorority Rushing
St I5hIOTOHOId
Function Monday Will End Oct. 4

’56 Ford Vie.,
& R.11. CI. 89747. 353)) NI:irdeline Dr. after
4 00 P.M.
--WANTED
STI’DENT
SALESMEN WANTED
Excellent Part ’MOP Earnings oftrrn.r,m4 & Sat. Assisting local
mgr. in bldg. Is.ys routes. We pay
$2.30 and ad% once you to $4.14
for each ciisl.,mer you help us
seetire. All selling aids furnished.
We aka yin pay you $10 cash
bonus fur any buddy you bring
who ReClireS 20 customers. Write
Mr. Crawford at 601 N. Bay View,
Snyvl., giving name, age & phone
We win C,allaCt you.
WORKING MOTHERS Day Child
Care, 25c & 35e. AN 9-4645,
Would Like Ti. fihare Apt. with
Engineering Student. Phone CV 77810 after 6 P M.
French Foreign *indent will give
French Lessons, YO 8-0403.

length box-pleat in back. Your favorite colon in solids, checks, pencil-line stripes. At
your Arrow dealer’s. Shirt, $5.95, Tie,
$2.50.

ARROW-Shirts and Ties

Stop in today for your
New Arrow -University Shirt
’They’re waiting for you. Spanking new Arrow
University models in soft new Arrow Cambridge
Cloth.
1S’e have a wide selection of solids, checks, pencii-stripes ... all your favorite colors. Each is authentic ivy-league styling: Collar buttons down,’
front and center back. Stop in today and take your
pick of the best-looking shirts on campus. $5.00 up.

" -’":171111.--ALS

O ,r.1li
n s-onnd
C
5 a n F4 CLIIIII
SINCE 1825

FREE PARKING ... 70 So led or City Lots

e.
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Mexico Offers Awards
To American Students
,

American students who wish to
study in Mexico during the academic year beginning March 1, 1958
may apply for one of 16 awards
granted by the Mexican Government. the Dean of Students Office reports.
Grants are made annually by
the Mexican Government through
the Mexico-United States Commission on Cultural Cooperation.
Graduate students are given preference. Those picked for scholarships under the Mexican Government’s program will receive 1250
pesos monthly and matriculation
at the National University for thr:
academic year.
Undergraduate scholarships offering 1185 pesos a month and
tuition are available to junior and
senior-year college students. Interested students must be prepared to pay their own travelling
expenses to Mexico City as well
as meet incidental expenses.
Eligibility requirements include
United States citizenship, know-

ledge of Spanish, good academic
record, or professional record if
the candidate is not a recent grad.
uatei. good moral character, personality anti adaptability, and good
health (successful candidates must
join a group accident and health
student insurance plan costing $22
annually.
Applicants under 35 woo are
single or who do not intend to
take their families with them will
be given preference.
A wide choice of courses is offered by the National University.
Students are normally expected
to enroll in five classes, except
for those who receive permission
for outside projects.
Special f ields for graduate
studies are architecture, where research may be combined with an
assignment with a leading architect; Indian a ii d physical anthropology, ethnology, and archeology; Mexican history, art (painting). museography, and biological
sciences.

Mayor Christopher To Be
Candidate For U.S. Senate
SAN FRANCISCO, (UP)
Mayor George Christopher of San
Francisco, who shot into national
prominence when he wooed and
won the New York Giants for
the Golden Gate city, announced
yesterday that he will be a Republican candidate for the U.S.
Senate next year.
The onetime Greek immigrant
will run for the seat being vacated

by Sen. William F.
Knowland
(R-Calif.)
Christopher said he decided to
be a candidate after a statewide
poll of voter sentiment showed
he was the favorite for the GOP
nomination.
Republican State Controller
Robert Kirkwood has already declared he will try for Knowland’s
seat. Lt. Gov. Harold rowers is a
potential GOP candidate.

Students...

Rent a New Typewriter

WALT WILLIAMS
Formerly Coach at San Jose Stale College

STUDENT RENTAL MACHINES
3 MONTHS $15.00

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
Neat to the California lookstere
124 E. San Fernando

CY 3-5283

Undergraduate students may enroll in classes in language, literature, philosophy, Mexican history.
archeology and physical anthropology.
All students must be in Mexico
City by March 1, 1958. Suecessful
canAidates are asked to take about
8250 with them to cover internal
travel, vacation costs and living
expenses incurred until the first
stipend payment is received.
Married applicants who plan to
take their families with them must
be prepared to guarantee their
support completely apart from the
income received from the scholarship. Non -student dependents can
enter Mexico only on tourist visas
which are valid for six months.
Application forms may be obtained from the Inter-American
Department of the Institute of
International Education, 1 E. 67th
St., New York City 21, N.Y., and
must be filed with HE no later
than Nov. 1, 1957.

Color Movie
To Be Shown
"Tales of Hoffman," the famous
British color musical spectacle.
will be shown free of charge in
the College Theatre Monday at
7:30 p.m.
The picture will be shown under
the auspices of the Student Body
Social Affairs Committee and is
the first of a series of Monday
night movies to be shown throughout the semester.

MEETINGS
Alpha Delta Sigma will hold a
get-together for.advertising
majors, Wednesday, Oct. 2, at
7:30 p.m. in the advertising office
of the Journalism building.
Alpha Phi Omega will hold a
rush function Monday, Sept. 30, at
7:30 p.m. at 510 N. 2nd St.
Roger Williams Fellowship will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at’ 7 p.m.
at 22 S. 11th St.
Eta Epsilon will hold a party
for new and old membeni Wednesday, Oct. 2, from 7:30 to 9
p.m.
International Relations Club
will discuss plans for the year’s
program, including t he Model
United Nations to be held in
April, at a meeting Tuesday, Oct.
1, at 7:30 p.m. in CB 164.
Junior Class will meet Monday.
Sept. 30. at 3:30 p.m. in Room 55
to form committees for the fall
semester.
Major Club and Tau Gamma
will sponsor a Major Club Camp
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 5-8.
0. 1’. Club will hold a pot -luck
dinner tonight from 7-10 p.m. in
the Student Union.
Rally Conunitteeswill meet Wednesday, Oct. 2. at 7.30 p.m. in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Senior Class will meet Monday.
Sept. 30. at 3:30 p.m. in Room 53.
Ski Club will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in Room
S112.
Sojourners Club will hold a
breakfast meeting Sunday. Oct.
6, in the morning at the Kappa
Tau house.
Student V will hold its fall
barbecue today from 4-10 p.m. at
t he John Crummcy residence,
1855 Park Ave.
TM sigma will meet Thursday.
Oct. 3, at 7 p.m. in CB 231.

STILL SOME
USED TEXTBOOKS
LEFT
ALSO NEW BOOKS
IT

Callientia Seek Co.
"Thru Whose Doors the Smartest
(mu pus Enter During
Stndents
Registration Week"

SPARTA/4 DARM-41
Friday, September 27. 3957

Faculty Will
Be Welcomed
The Science Department will
hold its annual reception Sunday
from 3 to 5 p.m. at the home of
Dr. and Mrs James P. Heath on
Pine avenue. The purpose of the
reception is to welcome n e w
science faculty members and their
wives to the department.
Di Ronald Easter is chairman
of the committee In charge of arrangements. Committee members
are Dr. Charles Smith, Dr. John
liarville, Dr. John Neptune. Fred
Donath. Lem
Spitze, Mrs. Al, theta Bollinger and John Rhoad,-s

MARY’S
Salon of Style

INewman Club
Creets

New Fashion Cuts
for the Fall
$2.00
Stylecut
$2.00 up
Shampoo Set

ii.

Newman Club welcomed approximately 250 prospective members
lat its annual open house Wednesday evening, according to Dick
Russo. president of the group.

LET’S GO TO CHURCH

NO INTERFERENCEAt-Hon such as this earlier in the %seek preceded yesterday’s reasonably calm integration scene ut Little Hoek.
Arkansas’s Central High School. Negro students are still being escorted to seholll,
and some white studtmln boycotted the
school yesterdii.

FIRST COVENANT CHURCH

Nine Negroes Return
o Studies at Central
LITTLE ROCK, Ark., Sept. 26- (UPINine Negro students returned to Central High School
under paratroop guard today for
their second day of integrated education.
All was calm at the school.
Fewer than 50 white bystanders
could be seen on the sidewalks
outside of the three -block radius
where bayonet -bearing soldiers of
the 101st Airborne Division maintained a perimeter of federal military authority.
About
100 white students
watched silently from the steps or
the lawn as the Negroes walked
into the building, preceded by two
paratroopers and followed by three
others. The white youth followed
them inside, and the bell rang for
classes to begin.
A Negro student, Jane Hill, 15,
who had been scheduled to attend
Central High yesterday, had to
cancel her plans at the last minute
because papers transferring hdr
from all-Negro Horace Mann High
were not completed in time. Her
admission to Central was ordered
by Federal Judge Ronald N.
Davies along with the nine others
who already are attending classes.
Mrs. L. C. Bates, Arkansas leader of the National Assn, for the
Advancement of Colored People,
at whose home the Negro students
assembled for the trip to school.
said she anticipated that the girl
would attend Central today.
The 101st took over from members of the federalized Arkansas
’National Guard who had stood
guard overnight while the wee*
paratroopers slept in a pup-tent
bivouac in the high school football
field.
The guardsmen were not the
:
same troops who only a week
barred Negroes from thrt sr’

CY 735:0

COE AND RIVERSIDE DRIVE

9:45 A. M. Sunday School
College Age Class
11:00 A. M. Morning Worship
7:00 P. M. Evening Service
8:30 P.M COVENANT YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
(College Group)

on orders of Gov. Orval E. Feu bus. Two guard companies from
Little Rock were involved in that
earlier action. The troops on duty
last night came from other Arkansas cities.

PAUL ANDERSON PASTOR

Rumors and false alarm’s of
racial clashes kept police busy and
nerves edgy through the night.
But Little Rock was gradually
calming down.

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

President Eisenhower scheduled
a meeting in Washington Tuesday
with a delegation of southern
governors who asked to meet with
him and diseuss "the withdrawal

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES.

of federal troops from Arkansas
at the earliest possible moment."
In agreeing to t he conference,
Eisenhower broadened its subject .
matter to’cover "the problems of
school integration." Faubus was
not among the five governors in-

9:30 A.M.
......
SUNDAY SCHOOL
.11:00 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICE
6:30 P.M.
YOUTH MEETING . .
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE .. 7.30 P.M.
BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 AM.SUNDAYKEEN:

1470

THOMAS G. SUTTONPa:foe

vited to the White House.

Wesley Foundation
.:t-lt C
The Mc
.
CY 2-3707
24 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Cordially Invites You to Participate in It Adivitios this
SATURDAY I - 12 P.M.

WESLEY WOUNDUP
Western Party and Dnc

Dress:

25c Stray
35c Roped

Western or Casual

THIS SUNDAY:
COFFEE FELLOWSHIP in Wesley Hell Corna end get Acgualnted
17
600 P NI SNACK SUPPER only 15c. No Reservations Neednd
7.00 P.M. FOUR YEARS FOR WHAT? A panel presentation on the meaning of the
academic process featuring
CHARLES SPRICK
DR. FORREST MIRO
JOHN SIGmHALl, Meditator
CAROL NIEMEIER
DIRECTOR HENRY GERNER,

FIRST BAPTIST CII I ’RCII
TWO BLOCKS FROM i’AMPI’S

-Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

tad AND SAN ANTONIO

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:30 EVENING SERVICE
Minister
Dr. Clarence Sends
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

Church of Christ

Christian Church

CY 2-7443

790 SOUTH 12th STREET

SUNDAY SERVICES September

TRI-C
EVERY SUNDAY
9.10 A.M. Leadership Seminar
fall Quarter; Comparative World Religions
3rd and SAN ANTONIO

14, PI SCOP .A I,
Services at Trinity
81 North Sencond
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Cornn-oni-n nn 3rd S.Inday of month
1-1
9 I’. Iernily
730 Mnly Communion
11.00 Morn;nq Prayer and Sermon
Holy ComMunion on st Sunday of month
CONFEDERATION 4:00 prn. Sunday is Parish House

29

8.30, 10:45 Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
"Remember Who You Are"
9:45 Bible School, classes for all egos
5:30 Discussion Groups for all egos
6.30 Evening Service, -Glory of God"

"A Group with YOU in mind"

Hit PINK BUILDING

CY
3-305 I

2 52
South 2nd

HAROID F GAItArsHER Minister

Nt),,y

"Your Church Homc Away from Home"
SUNDAY MORNINGS:
ITS0s en r
9.50 cre. Doul-nuts and hiss drink
10:00 cm. bible Study. Boy. Gerrlo Veriwiall, "Shorty" r.
I
Worship Service

WEDNESDAY:
6 00
710
41-45
11:30

.
Studer4

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION

1,01 Guitar 91 S - Offee Ism 9 a
10 P",
manor Ilut’hor
Canterbury Advisoi
Froth Intsidernom. Gi .
Wednesday. 7 a.m.
. Holy Cemmunion, Tuesday rn, r nq,
.10 am.
Sunday Evening peel.v.
ruoptember 2V. The Rev. Stuart N. Andra-on, St, Philp Wain’s, A
I by quest of specter. aod 5...erne Ono of Us. Tr.raty
Ro.k
Canter. al North Second Street

pin Cr" ’,us. and Dinner for collage students and their friend.
pm. he,
Seneca
p.n. We corning recession for the "Sho,eicsr
a.m. Share union with pastors. Henry and Shorty. Bring pack lurich
drink serve:1
frofluei)
*:15
isr c.-Jifyis
Its. Rein. Henry Crews.
D, Piaster
Its. tin Gorg L. -Shorty- Collin’, Minister to Students
Mrs. and Mrs. Earl Vaughn, Advisrs

GRACE BATIST CHURCH
TENTH AND SAN FERNANDO STREE1S

11---111P.4RTAN

fl.TLY

IPriday. September ’27 1,17

Literary Profs Publish
Their Recent Writings
_

profc,sor emeritus. and Dr. Lu
Emily Pearson, professor of Engfish literature.
Dr. Wilcox has published a series of text books over the last
four years known as the "Health
Action Series" These books cover
grades one to eight. Published
from 1954 to 1457. the intermediate books %sere released first, Gil lowed by the primary and then
the upper grades.
Dr. \Vireos received approval of
her series by the American SlediAssociation and by the Ameri8(M) A t t en d Tea
i.an Dental ALSociation.
This series of books is her first
To W elcome
writing attempt; howeve r, Dr
Wilcox is currently having a doctor’s thesis published by the deNew faculty members Vivre wel- partment of public health in
Springfield, Ill.
comed to San Jose State Sunday
This is Dr. WiiCOX.R second year
at the annual reception for nest
at San Jose State College. She refaculty members. Miss Anna I.
ceived her B.S. and M.S. degrees
Lose, head of the Faculty Social
from Illinois State Normal UniCommittee, announced today
versity and taught there in health
Eight hundred persons were on
education for eight years. At the
hand for the event.
University of North Carolina. she
In the receiving line with Presiobtained a master’s degree in pubdent and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist
lic health. Her doctor’s degree in
were L. D. Bohnett, chairman of
health education was earned at
the College Advisory Board. and
Illinois University.
Mrs Bohnett; Dr. Ralph R. Cum- ,
Asked how her books were sellmines, assistant to the president. ’
ing, Dr. Wilcox replied, "They’re
and Mrs. Cummings; Dr. Eliza- I
selling like hotcakes." The books
beth Greenleaf, new associate dean
are available here at the college
of students in charge of activities;
library.
Dr. June McCann, new head of the
A text book written by Dr. WilWomen’s Physical Education Deliam A. Koivisto is now in use by
partment; and Lt. Col. E. S. Robthe college economics department.
bins, new commanding officer of
Dr. Kuivisto had his book, -Printhe Army ROTC detachment at
ciples and Problems of Modern
the college. and Mrs. Robbins.
Economics." published this year.
The reception was held under
Illness prevents the author from
the redwood trees between the
continuing his teaching; however,
Speech and Drama kiilding and
his book has received wide acclaim
the new wing of the Library.
by many of the students and facRefreshments were served by a
ulty at the college. The text was
committee headed by Mrs. Noreen
first used in the fall semester.
Mitchell and Mrs. Margaret PinkA former faculty member at San
ston.
Jose State College, Dr. Dorothy
The Faculty Social Committee. M. Yates has recently published
headed by Miss Lose, planned and a book entitled, "Psychology You
carried out the reception. Commit- ;
Can Use."
tee members are Mrs. Fern Wendt. ! Dr. Yates. who taught at San
Mrs. Noreen Mitchell, Mrs. Mar- Jose State College until her regaret Pinkston, Miss Marie Curtis, tirement in 1948, was an associate
Byron Bollinger Mrs. Gladys Vo- professor of psychology. She regelman, Walter McPherson, Louie
ceived her A.B. degree from WelMello and Buford Bush.
lesley College and her A.M. and
A second committee, members Ph.D. degrees from the University
of California.
of the Faculty Wives, assisted in
Dr. Lu Emily Pearson had her
Mrs
the arrangements. They were
first literary work published this
Floyd Greenleaf and Mts. Richard year. It is a scholarly work enTansey, hostesses for the recep- titled "Elizabethans at Home."
tion.
The book gives a detailed account of the everyday life of the
Elizabethans, their homes, garlay ANTHONV C. TARAVELL.4
Four San Jose State College
professors were launched into the
literary world with the recent pubhcation of their works.
Two of the authors are presently reaching here, and tuo are retired The authors include Dr
Charlotte Wilcox, professor of
health and hygiene; Dr. William
A. Koivisto. associate professor of
economics; Dr. Dorothy M. Yates.

Neu. 141(1(1111y

AVA
AMERICAN
AIRLINES

Do you like to
travel?
If you are single and between
19’5 and 28, there’s a splendid
opportunity waiting for you.
Along with its current expansion, American Airlines needs
many more attractive Stewardesses. You must be 5’2" to
51- in height, 130 lbs. or less
In proportion to height with
2050 eyesight or better without corrective lenses. Those accepted have FREE TRAINING,
excellent salaries, liberal expense accounts, and the privilege of free travel.

INTERVIEWS:
IN SAN JOSE
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th
DoAnto Hotol
sm, to I pe.
No pho.i. roll., plod’s.

_I New Course
O.T. Club Ilas
To Be Offered Potluck Today
In Humanities

dens, food, clothing, courtship,
marriage, and the rearing of their
children.

Radio Stat 1011
Broadcasts
College News
A one-minute roundup of SJS
College news is being broadcast
Monday through Friday at 12:30
p.m. over KSJO by Lowell Pratt.
public relations director and publications manager of the college.
Inaugurated during the centennial celebration last semester, the
one-minute report was designed to
call the public’s attention to the
college’s 100th anniversary and to
invite them to attend and take
part in the festivities It has continued because of its apparent success, Pratt said.
The broadcast now serves as a
means of transmitting informationp
about college events which is of
general interest and value to the
people of San Jose and vicinity,
Pratt said. This includes such information as facts concerning new
extension courses, construction
projects, and community speakers,
The program is prepared daily
by Pratt from news releases sent
to the Public Relations Office
from college departments. Welcome news tips are also received
from students, faculty members,
and sometimes from the Spartan
Daily, Pratt added.
After being prepared, the broadcast is telephoned to the KSJO
news room, where it is usually received by Gordon Greb, the station’s news director and a faculty
member of the College’s journalism department. The program is
tape recorded from the telephone
and presented over KSJO at 12:30
p.m.
Members of the Public Relations
Office helping Pratt with public
relations activities are Mrs. Alviaria Dewey. secretary and receptionist. and Ronald Schmidt, a
senior in the college’s public relations department.

Aeronautics
Dept. Adds
New Courses

To meet the demands of the 20
per cent increased enrollment in
the Aeronautics Department, four
evening courses are being offered
this semester, according to Tom
Leonard. professor of aeronautics
and department head..
The expanding department has
also added one full-time instructor
Monday is the last day students and three part-time instructors.
\kill be able to apply for the vol- two from United Airlines and one
untary health plan offered by the from the Southwest Airways.
Milton M. Mattis, the new runCalifornia Physicians’ Service.
time instructor, was graduated
aailahle in a special group plan from Arizona State College in 1954
for SJS students. Students who with a bachelor of science degree.
have not applied by Monday will He is currently working on a roashe unable to do so again until ter’s degree. which he expects to
the spring semester. Cost of the complete next summer.
Mattis is the instructor for the
insurance is $12.60 per semester.
evening section of Aero. 1i5A, AirThis plan does not cover serv- craft Powerplants. which is a colices offered by the College Health lege level lab course and meets on
Service. The college office covers Monday. Tuesday. and Wednesday
generally the same services as a from 7:10 p.m. until 10 p.m. Adprivate doctor in general practice, mittance to the course is subject
according to Dr. Thomas J. Gray, to the instructor’s approval.
head of the health service. This inThe three part-time Instructors
cludes general diagnosis; and and the other new evening sectreatments and services not in- tions; being offered by the college’s
volving major, severe or compli- aeronautics department are as folcated cases. ’That’s where CPS lows:
takes over." said Dr. Gray.
Darrol G. Davidson, director of
The fee schedule cited in the engineering and maintenance for
CPS contract no longer applies, Southwest Airways, was graduated
Dr. Gray continued. It only ap- with a bachelor of science degree
plied to students under 19, and al- from California State Polytechnic
lowed doctors of students whose in 1947. He is the instructor for
parents’ income was over $6000 a the evening section of Aero 25, a
year to charge more than what basic course in aircraft materials,
CPS paid them. However, this has which meets every Thursday from
been revised to cover all SJS stu- 7:10 until 810 p.m. This course
dents who apply, and members of offers a detailed analysis of light
the Santa Clara County Medical metals that are used in aircraft
Society have voted to accept the construction.
Daniel C. Clampitt, a 1952 gradCPS terms as payment in full.
This includes over ninety per cent uate of San Jose State College who
of the doctors in Santa Clara received n bachelor of science deCounty, though at the present gree, is instructing the evening
time does not apply outside the section of Aero 75A. Aircraft
Structures, which meets on MonCounty.
As an example of the coverage day, Tuesday, and Wednesday
given by the plan, Dr. Gray stated from 7:10 p.m. until 10 p.m. This
that a routine appendectomy for is a detailed practical course cona student with no coverage would cerning aircraft structures. Clamcost about $450 in any San Jose pitt is structures engineer for
hospital. This includes hospitaliza- United Air Lines
Fred A. Hanson, powerplant ention for five days and associated
charges, surgeon’s fee and assist- gineer at United Air Lines. was
ant surgeon’s fee. Under the CPS graduated with a bachelor of ad plan, the same far-vices would cost 4ence degree from the University
I of Purdue in 1950.
close to a $25 maximum.

Deadline For
Health Plan
Will Be Mon.

ISO Holds Reception
For New Students

The Occupational Therapy Club
will hold its first meeting and
The Humanities and Arts Divi- twinl e% mit of the year tonight at
International Students Organization will hold a reception for new
the Student Union, according to
sion at San Jose State is offering
foreign students from 7:30 p.m. to I a.m. on Sunday, September 29.
Vern Hill, president of the group.
a new interdepartmental course
According to Kilulu Von Prince, ISO vice president, the reception
A potluck supper is planned will include
this fall which is designed to acfloor show of music and dances from other countries,
quaint students with tour major from 7-10 p.m. Entertainment will presented by members of ISO. Refreshments will be served and there
provided and membership cards will be social dancing afterwards.
civilizations in Asia and North be
sold.
’
New students, comprising a virtual collegiate UN on the SJS
Africa. The four are China, Japan,
*campus. will come from countries
Special guests for the evening
India and Islam.
all over the world, including Peru,
will be the students from the
China, Indonesia, Lebanon, Israel,
Dr. 0. C. Williams, head of the Physical The
Department.
Germany, Ihingary and many othhumanities program, said that the About 100 people are expected to
ers. American born students are
course was added too late to be attend, Hill said.
also invited to attend the recepNew officers for the coming
included in the schedule of classes
tion.
and therefore few students signed year are Hill, president; Phillip
More than 50 foreign students
’Shannon. vice-president; Carol
up.
Schmida, recording secretary; Sue
California Recreation Society have registered so far, including
The course, Humanities 103AB, Parish, treasurer; and Margot members held their first meeting a Hungarian student who fought
will consist of lectures and section Stubblefield, corresponding secre- of the semester Tuesday evening in the Ilungarian revolution.
discussions, he said. "However," tary.
with a barbecue and several get-i New officers of ISO are Berend
Dr. Williams said ’:unlike Ilumanip ident; Kilulu Von Prince,
Other officers of the club are acquainted games. About 70 recreties 1 afid 2, it is open to all upper Lynn Blodgett, program chairman;
’vice president; Celia Ann Mathias,
division students. ’flare are no Leah Sievert, publicity chairman; alien majors and minors attended Isocial chairman; Juan Aquino.
treasurer; Mary Bohrman, correprerequisites except for upper and Johanna Pasterino, historian. the affair.
secretary; Dyanawati
division status," he said.
A volley ball tournament was sponding
secretary.
staged between the seniors and Sutijono, recording
"Heretofore only a few major
other students. The seniors lost by
universities have offered comprethree points. The meeting was held
hensive courses on Asian and Near
in the Women’s Gym and lasted
Eastern civilizations" Dr. Wilfrom about 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
liams said. "And San Jose State
The fame of Sun Jose State’s according to Dr. Mary S. Wiley,
College. which for many years has
offered separate courses in Ori- Police School has spread to the head of the recreation department.
The Roger Williams Fellowship
ental history, government, litera- "Land Down Under."
Dr. Wiley also stated that senior
ture and philosophy, is a pioneer
Willa rd Schmidt, head of recreation students were visited on will hold open house Sunday at 6
among colleges in this new field the Police School, this summer re- Wednesday
p.m. In the Grace Baptist Church,
by Dr. Milton Gabriel of integrated study of the impor- ceived a request
for advice con- son, head of the New York Uni- according to Mrs. Earl Vaughan,
the group’s adviser.
.tant components of eastern civili- cerning the formation of Aus- versity recreation
department. He
zations," he said.
tralia’s first police school.
spoke mainly about the increasing
Main event of the evening will
The staff ot Humanities 103AB
According to the letters from need for trained personnel in the be a reception to welcome the Rev.
includes Dr. David P. Edgell of
departments
of
recreation
in
the
Canberra, the nation’s capital, only
George L. "Shorty" Collins, newly
the Language and Literature Dea few Australian officers are able United States,
appointed director of the Baptist
partment. Dr. Jay R. McCullough
to attend colleges and universities
Student Center,
of the Philosophy Department, Dr.
Michael P. McIntyre of the Geog- in England.
The Rev. Collins served as minPATRONIZE YOUR
Schmidt said that San Jose
ister to students at the University
raphy Department and Dr. Harris
I. Martin of the History Depart- State had the first police school in
of Wisconsin for 29 years before
ADVERTISERS
ment.
the country, possibly in the world.
coming to San Jose.

First Meeting
Held By Calif.
Rec. Society

SJS Police School
Fame Spreads Far

Baptists Plan
Open !louse

1
s
"a"
We Appreciate The Fine
Cooperation and Courtesy
Skin By You Students
During Our Rush Period.
IF YOU HAVEN’T OBTAINED
ALL YOUR BOOKSWE HAVE
SENT OUT RUSH ORDERS ON
THE EXTRA BOOKS NEEDED

One Stop chopping
AT OUR BIG TWO FLOOR STORE

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"Right On Campus"

